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Abstract
We propose a generalized description for the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra as a sym-
metry quantum group of underlying κ-Minkowski spacetime. We investigate all
the possible implementations of (deformed) Lorentz algebras which are compat-
ible with the given choice of κ-Minkowski algebra realization. For the given re-
alization of κ-Minkowski spacetime there is a unique κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra
with undeformed Lorentz algebra. We have constructed a three-parameter fam-
ily of deformed Lorentz generators with κ-Poincaré algebras which are related to
κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra with undeformed Lorentz algebra. Known bases of κ-
Poincaré-Hopf algebra are obtained as special cases. Also deformation of igl(4)
Hopf algebra compatible with the κ-Minkowski spacetime is presented. Some
physical applications are briefly discussed.
1. Introduction
The Poincaré symmetry is the full symmetry of special relativity and it in-
cludes translations, rotations and boosts. Algebraically it is described by the
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Poincaré-Lie algebra (Lorentz generators Mµν and momenta Pµ), usually denoted
as iso(1, 3), and defined by the following commutation relations
[Mµν, Mλρ] = i
(
Mµληνρ − Mµρηνλ − Mνληµρ + Mνρηµλ
)
, (1)
[Mµν, Pλ] = i
(
Pνηµλ − Pµηνλ
)
, (2)
[Pµ, Pν] = 0, (3)
where ηµν is the metric tensor with Lorentzian signature. As it is known, any
Lie algebra provides an example of undeformed Hopf algebra via its universal
enveloping algebra. Therefore, the universal enveloping algebra of the Poincaré-
Lie algebra Uiso(1,3) can be equipped with comultiplication, a counit and antipode
∆0Mµν = Mµν ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Mµν and ∆0Pµ = Pµ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Pµ (4)
S (Mµν) = −Mµν; S (Pµ) = −Pµ; ǫ(Mµν) = ǫ(Pµ) = 0 (5)
defined on the generators and then extended to the whole Uiso(1,3), which consti-
tutes the undeformed Poincaré-Hopf algebra. Such an algebra can be deformed
within the Hopf algebraic framework. First deformations of Poincaré symme-
try appeared in the early 90’s. The so-called κ-deformation [1, 2], was obtained
by contraction procedure from q-deformed S Oq(3, 2). It gained much attention
since such deformed relativistic symmetries can be interpreted as a description of
Planck scale world and the deformation parameter κ (of mass dimension) is usu-
ally interpreted as the Planck Mass MP or the quantum gravity scale MQG. The
κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra is the symmetry algebra (quantum group) of underlying
quantum space which should replace the undeformed one at this level of energy.
It is believed that below the Planck scale a more general spacetime structure ap-
pears, e.g. noncommutative one, where (as with quantum mechanics phase space)
uncertainty relations naturally arise [3]. The κ-Minkowski spacetime, as one of
the examples of noncommutative spacetime is a (Hopf) module algebra over the
κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra and it stays invariant under the quantum group of trans-
formations in analogy to the classical case. The κ-deformed Poincaré algebra
as deformed symmetry of the κ-Minkowski spacetime inspired many authors to,
e.g. construct quantum field theories (see e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7]), electrodynamics on
κ-Minkowski spacetime [8, 9], or modify particle statistics (see e.g., [11, 10]).
One of the main ideas is to discuss Planck scale (quantum gravity) effects, since
it naturally includes κ (Planck scale, quantum gravity) corrections.
In this Letter we are interested in the generalization of the description for the κ-
deformed Poincaré symmetry group, especially the Lorentz sector. A deformation
of the phase space, compatible with κ-Minkowski spacetime can be characterized
by a set of functions hµν(p) [12, 13, 14, 15]. For a given choice of hµν there are
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infinitely many ways of implementing the Lorentz algebra, with different Hopf al-
gebra structures generally within igl(4). Among these algebras, for a given choice
of hµν, there exists a unique κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra. Such examples were con-
sidered in [2, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The first example of deformed Lorentz algebra with
the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra was proposed in [1]. Undeformed Lorentz algebras
that cannot be equipped with a Hopf algebra structure which would be closed
in the Poincaré algebra were considered in [5, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Our aim is
to introduce the most general form of deformation of the Lorentz algebra, com-
patible with the κ-Minkowski spacetime, which includes the above examples as
special cases. Especially, we have constructed an infinite three-parameter class
of deformed Lorentz algebras with the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra structure which
are related to the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra with undeformed Lorentz algebra, of
which the standard basis [1] is one example.
The plan of the Letter is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the deformed
Heisenberg algebra, including noncommutative κ-Minkowski spacetime coordi-
nates. Later, in Section 3 we focus on the generalization of κ-Poincaré algebra
which includes a certain ansatz for Lorentz boost generators. This section con-
stitutes the generalized description of the deformed Poincaré algebra within this
framework. In Section 4 we focus on the undeformed Lorentz algebra with a de-
formed coalgebra which depends on the choice of κ-Minkowski realization. Here
the bicrossproduct basis [2] for the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra is included as a spe-
cial case. Section 5 includes the case in which the Lorentz algebra is deformed
and here we are able to obtain the standard basis [1] of κ-Poincaré as a special
case. Section 6 concerns the twist deformation of igl(4). Finally, in Section 7
conclusions are presented.
2. Deformed Heisenberg algebra
Before going into deformed relativistic symmetries let us start with the defor-
mation of a phase space (Heisenberg algebra) including κ-Minkowski spacetime.
In the undeformed case Heisenberg algebra H can be defined as a free algebra
of n coordinate generators and n generators of momenta, satisfying the following
relations: [
xµ, xν
]
= 0;
[
pµ, xν
]
= −iηµν · 1;
[
pµ, pν
]
= 0; (6)
where ηµν = (−,+,+,+) is diagonal metric tensor with Lorentzian signature.
A possible deformation of Heisenberg algebra is to introduce noncommutative
coordinates. In the case of κ−Minkowski spacetime algebra we have:[
xˆµ, xˆν
]
= i
(
aµ xˆν − aν xˆµ
)
;
[
pµ, xˆν
]
= −ihµν (p) ;
[
pµ, pν
]
= 0. (7)
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For simplicity we can choose aµ = (a0, 0, 0, 0). We shall denote the algebra de-
scribed by these commutation relations as ˆH. The choice of function hµν (p) is
such that the Jacobi identities for xˆµ, pν are satisfied which implies that hµν (p)
obeys a system of partial differential equations ([12, 13], see also [14, 15, 20, 21,
22]). In the undeformed limit aµ → 0 we obtain algebra H, i.e. lima0→0 hµν = ηµν.
For the purpose of deformation we shall introduce h-adic extension of ˆH and de-
note it by ˆH[[a]], which is an algebra of formal power series [22]. In fact, algebra
ˆH[[a]] can be obtained from H by non-linear change of generators (mapping), as
example see realization (9) [22].
Let us emphasize that for the given ˆH, there is a unique choice of functions
hµν and the corresponding realization, xˆµ = xαhαµ(p). One family of realizations
can be described by:
xˆ0 = x0ψ (A) − a0xk pkγ (A) , xˆi = xiϕ (A) (8)
where A = −aαpα = a0 p0. The functions ϕ (A) , ψ (A) are arbitrary real-analytic
functions such that ϕ (0) = 1;ψ (0) = 1 and ϕ′ (0) is finite (where ϕ′ = dϕdA) and
γ (A) obeys: γ = ϕ′
ϕ
ψ + 1, in order to obtain κ−Minkowski commutation relations
for noncommutative coordinates [12, 21]. Functions hµν can be easily obtained
from relations (7) and (8).
As a special case of Eq. (8) one can choose: ψ = 1; ϕ = Z−λ. Then we have
γ = 1 − λ, Z = eA and
xˆ0 = x0 − a0 (1 − λ) xk pk, xˆi = xiZ−λ (9)
where we introduced the so-called shift operator Z ∈ ˆH[[a]] defined by commuta-
tion relations:
[
Z, xˆµ
]
= iaµZ;
[
Z, pµ
]
= 0.
Note that the above realizations are not Hermitian, however one can construct
the Hermitian realizations by simple formula:
xˆhµ =
xˆµ + xˆ
†
µ
2
. (10)
3. Generalized Poincaré algebras
We are interested in the most general form for deformation of Poincaré alge-
bra which would be compatible with the above deformed Heisenberg algebra ˆH.
Let us define deformed Lorentz generators ˆMµν satisfying general commutation
relations
[ ˆMµν, ˆMλρ] = i
(
ˆMµλgνρ(p) − ˆMµρgνλ(p) − ˆMνλgµρ(p) + ˆMνρgµλ(p)
)
(11)
where gµν(p) is real, nondegenerate metric in momentum space gµν(p) = gνµ(p)
and ˆMµν satisfy ˆMµν = − ˆMνµ. This point of view could be related with the recent
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idea of relative locality [25] which includes the description of κ-Poincaré-inspired
momentum space geometry. However we will not focus on this here.
We write ˆMµν in order to emphasize the deformation. The generalized Poincaré
algebra is defined by [pµ, pν] = 0 and
[ ˆMµν, pλ] = iGµνλ(p) (12)
for real functions Gµνλ(p). We require that all Jacobi identities are satisfied which
set restrictions on tensors gµν, Gµνλ. It is enough to calculate Jacobi identities
using Eq. (11) for three ˆMs and using Eqs. (11) and (12) for two ˆMs and for one
p. In order to complete the set of commutation relations, we include
[ ˆMµν, xˆλ] = −ixˆαKαµνλ(p) (13)
for real functions Kαµνλ(p). Since xˆµ = xαhαµ(p) satisfy κ-Minkowski commutation
relations (7) and ˆMµν = xαGµνα(p) (satisfying Eqs. (11) and (12)), Eq. (13)
produces expressions for functions Kαµνλ in terms of hαµ and Gµνα. We also require
the smooth limit to the Poincaré algebra when deformation parameter aµ goes to
0.
The deformed Heisenberg algebras are introduced as subalgebras of the gener-
alized Poincaré algebra extended by κ-Minkowski noncommutative coordinates.
Therefore, introduced realizations for Lorentz algebras are compatible with de-
formed Heisenberg algebras as well.
One can consider the following ansatz for generators in which the deformation
parameter a has the form (a0, 0, 0, 0) and the rotation subalgebra so(3) is unde-
formed:
ˆMi0 = xi p0F1 (A, b) − x0 piF2 (A, b) + a0 (xk pk) piF3 (A, b) + a0xi~p2F4 (A, b) (14)
ˆMi j = Mi j = xi p j − x j pi, (15)
expressed in terms of undeformed Heisenberg algebra, and A = a0 p0; b = a20~p2.
When a0 goes to 0, F1 and F2 go to 1, F3 and F4 are finite and g00 goes to η00.
The generalized Poincaré algebra is described by the following set of commu-
tation relations:[
ˆMi0, p0
]
= ipiF2;
[
ˆMi0, p j
]
= iδi j
(
p0F1 + a0~p2F4
)
+ ia0 pi p jF3 (16)
[Mi j, ˆMk0] = i
(
ˆM j0ηik − ˆMi0η jk
)
(17)
[
ˆMi0, ˆM j0
]
= i ˆMi j(−F1F2 + AF1F3 − 2AF1F4 − bF3F4 − 2bF24 − A
∂F1
∂A
F2 − bF2∂F4
∂A
(18)
−2A2F1∂F1
∂b − 2Ab
∂F1
∂b F3 − 2Ab
∂F1
∂b F4 − 2AbF1
∂F4
∂b − 2b
2F3
∂F4
∂b − 2b
2F4
∂F4
∂b ),
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(the rest of commutation relations for Poincaré algebra stays undeformed). Note
that Eqs. (14)-(18) also include the case of the undeformed Lorentz algebra.
In the classical limit a0  0 from generalized Poincaré algebra we recover
the well-known relations of the undeformed (standard) Poincaré algebra Uiso(1,3)
: gµν → ηµν and Gµνλ(p) → i
(
pνηµλ − pµηνλ
)
. One can easily recover the form of
the metric gµν(p) for which the set of commutation relations (16)-(18) is satisfied.
It leads to the following:
g00(p) = −F1F2 + AF1F3 − 2AF1F4 − bF3F4 − 2bF24 − A
∂F1
∂A
F2 − bF2
∂F4
∂A
− 2A2F1
∂F1
∂b (19)
−2Ab∂F1
∂b F3 − 2Ab
∂F1
∂b F4 − 2AbF1
∂F4
∂b − 2b
2F3
∂F4
∂b − 2b
2F4
∂F4
∂b
and gi j = ηi j, gi0 = 0.5
Remark: It is possible to define Hermitian realization of Lorentz generators as
well 6:
ˆMhi0 =
ˆMi0 + ˆM†i0
2
. (20)
The deformed symmetry algebra can be equipped in Hopf algebra structure
as well, generally igl(4) one. As quantum Hopf algebra the generalized Poincaré
algebra will possess an algebraic sector (commutators in the form of (16)-(18))
and the co-algebraic sector (coproduct, counit and antipode), generally in igl(4).
The quantum (deformed) Hopf algebras will be presented in the next sections. Let
us mention that when a0 goes to 0 it reduces to undeformed Hopf algebra, (1)-(5).
4. Lorentz algebra and κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra
In this section we consider the Lie algebra defined by undeformed Lorentz
generators Mµν and xˆµ (7), (see [15, 14, 12, 13, 21, 20, 22, 23]) satisfying the
following commutation relation
[Mµν, xˆλ] = i
(
xˆνηµλ − xˆµηνλ + aνMµλ − aµMνλ
)
. (21)
In this Lie algebra we use Mµν instead of ˆMµν. Let us mention that the relation
(21) is the unique way to obtain a Lie algebra generated by Mµν and xˆµ (see [20]).
5 Within the idea of relative locality [25] the metric dependence on momenta is linear, here we
have more general form, however also consistent with the κ-Poincaré algebra which will be shown
in Section 5.
6Note that if ˆMµνand pρ are Hermitian then the right hand side of (11) should be anti-
Herimitian. Also g00(A, b) commutes with Mi j in (17).
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For a class of Heisenberg algebras defined in Section 2 by hµν(p), we get the
corresponding class of κ-deformed Poincaré algebras defined by
[Mµν, pλ] = iGµνλ(p). (22)
Jacobi identities imply that Gµνλ is uniquely determined by hµν [13].
One example is particularly interesting: the natural realization (or classical
bases) [15, 20, 23, 12, 13]. For the natural realization,
xˆµ = XµZ−1 + a0X0Pµ
Mµν = XµPν − XνPµ, (F1 = F2 = 1, F3 = F4 = 0), (23)
where Z−1 = −a0P0+
√
1 − a20P2. In order to emphasize the natural realization, we
write capital letters (to distinguish from generic xµ and pµ). Then the commutator
of Mµν and Pλ has the form
[Mµν, Pλ] = i
(
Pνηµλ − Pµηνλ
)
. (24)
They generate the undeformed Poincaré algebra. The coalgebra structure is given
by
∆Pµ = Pµ ⊗ Z−1 + 1 ⊗ Pµ − aµpLαZ ⊗ Pα
∆Mµν = Mµν ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Mµν − aµ(pL)αZ ⊗ Mαν + aν(pL)αZ ⊗ Mαµ (25)
where
pLα = Pα −
aα
2
 (26)
and  = 2
a2
(
1 −
√
1 + a2P2
)
(a2 = aαaα, P2 = PαPα). Here, the deformation is
described by the general four-vector aµ. Counits are trivial i.e. ǫ(Mµν) = 0 and
ǫ(Pµ) = 0. The antipodes are given by
S (Pµ) =
(
−Pµ − aµpLP
)
Z
S (Mµν) = −Mµν − aµpLαMαν + aνpLαMαµ. (27)
It is important to emphasize that using similarity transformations
Pµ = EpµE−1 = Pµ(p) (28)
Xµ = ExµE−1 = xαΨαµ(p) (29)
where E = exp{xαΣα(p)} and functions Σα(p) satisfy the boundary condition
lim
a→0
Σα = 0, (30)
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one can obtain formulae for the coproduct and antipode of pµ using (28) (and its
inverse relation) [13].
Let us consider the class of realizations given by (8). The corresponding sim-
ilarity transformations for Pµ (28) are given by
P0 =
1 − Z−1
a0
+
a0
2
 (31)
Pi = pi
Z−1
ϕ(A) , (32)
where
 = −~p2 Z
−1
ϕ2(A) +
1
a20
(Z + Z−1 − 2). (33)
It is easy to obtain formulae for X0 and Xi [12].
Functions Fi(A, b) are given by
F1(A, b) = ϕ(A)(Z
2 − 1)
2A
, F2(A, b) = ψ(A)
ϕ(A) , F3(A, b) =
γ(A)
ϕ(A) , F4(A, b) = −
1
2ϕ(A) .
(34)
Let Ψ(A) =
∫ A
0
dt
ψ(t) . The coalgebra structure is given by
∆p0 =
1
a0
Ψ−1 (ln(Z ⊗ Z)) (35)
where ln(Z ⊗ Z) = ln(Z) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ln(Z). Also
∆pi = ϕ(a0∆p0)
(
pi
ϕ(a0 p0) ⊗ 1 + Z ⊗
pi
ϕ(a0 p0)
)
. (36)
The coproducts of the Lorentz generators are given by
∆Mi0 = Mi0 ⊗ 1 + Z ⊗ Mi0 − a0
p j
ϕ(a0 p0) ⊗ Mi j (37)
and
∆Mi j = Mi j ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Mi j. (38)
The counits of all generators are undeformed and the antipodes are given by
S (p0) = 1
a0
Ψ−1(ln(Z−1)), (39)
S (pi) = −piϕ(S (a0p0))
ϕ(a0 p0) Z
−1, (40)
S (Mi0) = −Z−1
(
Mi0 + a0
p j
ϕ(a0 p0) Mi j
)
, (41)
S (Mi j) = −Mi j. (42)
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For the choice ψ = 1 and ϕ = Z−λ in (8) the Hopf algebra structure can be
written as:
∆p0 = p0 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ p0; ∆pi = pi ⊗ Z−λ + Z1−λ ⊗ pi; (43)
∆Mi0 = Mi0 ⊗ 1 + Z ⊗ Mi0 − a0Zλp j ⊗ Mi j (44)
S (p0) = −p0; S (pi) = −Z2λ−1 pi; S (Mi0) = −Z−1
(
Mi0 + a0Zλp jMi j
)
.
(45)
Let us consider two choices of λ:
1) The case λ = 0.
The form of functions Fi is the following: F1 =
Z2 − 1
2A
, F2 = 1, F3 = 1, F4 =
−1
2
. The formulae for the coproduct and antipode of momentum and Lorentz gen-
erators are written in formulae (43), (44) and (45). The Hopf algebra obtained in
this way is identical to the bicrossproduct basis from [2].
2) The case λ = 12 .
The form of functions Fi is the following: F1 = sinh AA Z
1
2 , F2 = Z
1
2 , F3 =
1
2 Z
1
2 , F4 = −12Z
1
2
. Again, the formulae for the coproduct and antipode of mo-
mentum and Lorentz generators are written in formulae (43), (44) and (45). Co-
products and antipodes for momenta, p0, pi are identical as in the standard basis
[1]. Since the Lorentz algebra is undeformed, the coproducts of Mi0 are not the
same as in the standard basis [1].
Similar examples could be presented for ψ = 1 and ϕ = A
eA−1 (Weyl symmetric
realization), ψ = ϕ = 1 − A (left covariant realization) and ψ = 1 + A and ϕ = 1
(right covariant realization). There are some other interesting examples in [13].
The generalized form of the Poincaré algebra does not contain dilatation gen-
erator, however the ansatz for Lorentz boosts includes them (see formula (14)).
Nevertheless provided examples show that Poincaré algebra does not necessarily
need to be extended, even in the case of F3 , 0.
We point out that for the given choice of hµν, there is a unique expression for
Gµνλ (22) and Fi (14) such that the Lorentz algebra is undeformed and relation (21)
is satisfied. Note that the reverse statement is not true. Examples with undeformed
Poincaré algebras are given by a family of hµν, see Subsection 4.2. in [13].
5. κ-Deformed Lorentz algebras and κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra
Let us consider the given choice of hµν (Eq. (7)) and a family of κ-deformed
Lorentz algebras defined by functions Fd1 , Fd2 , Fd3 and Fd4 (see (14) and (15)). For a
given choice of hµν, there is a unique choice of functions Fi (denoted without index
d), such that the Lorentz algebra is undeformed and Lorentz generators Mµν and
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noncommutative coordinates xˆµ form a Lie algebra via the relation (21) (Section
4). Now, let us restrict our attention to the family of κ-deformed Lorentz algebras
which are related to the undeformed one by the relation
ˆMi0 = M j0(δi jG1 + a20 pi p jG2) + a0Mi j p jG3 (46)
where Gi(A, b) are arbitrary functions such that G1 goes to 1 and G2 and G3 are
finite as the deformation parameter a0 goes to 0. We emphasize that (46) is a
subclass of (14). For simplicity we consider the case G2 = 0 and (46) transforms
to
ˆMi0 = Mi0G1 + a0Mi j p jG3. (47)
The inverse relation is given by
Mi0 = ˆMi0
1
G1
− a0Mi j p j
G3
G1
. (48)
Relations connecting Fdi and Fi are given by
Fd1 = F1G1, Fd2 = F2G1, Fd3 = F3G1 −G3, Fd4 = F4G1 +G3. (49)
It is easy to obtain inverse relations. Let us mention that generally g00 , η00 ((11)
and (18)), implying that the Lorentz algebra is deformed. If G1 = 1 and G3 = 0,
then g00 = η00.
The coproduct ∆ ˆMi0 can be obtained from Eqs. (47) and (48):
∆ ˆMi0 = ∆(Mi0)∆(G1) + a0∆(Mi j)∆(p j)∆(G3). (50)
Coproducts ∆pi and ∆Mi0 are calculated in the previous section. One has to ex-
press Mi0 in terms of ˆMi0 and Mi j (48) in the Eq. (50).
For the class of examples when ψ = 1 and ϕ = Z−λ the relation (50) transforms
to
∆ ˆMi0 =
(
Mi0 ⊗ 1 + Z ⊗ Mi0 − a0 p jZλ ⊗ Mi j
)
∆G1
+ a0
(
Mi j ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Mi j
) (
p j ⊗ Z−λ + Z1−λ ⊗ p j
)
∆G3
=
(
ˆMi0
1
G1
⊗ 1 + Z ⊗ ˆMi0 1G1
− a0
(
Mi j p j
G3
G1
⊗ 1 + Z ⊗ Mi j p j G3G1
+ p jZλ ⊗ Mi j
))
∆G1
+ a0
(
Mi j ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Mi j
) (
p j ⊗ Z−λ + Z1−λ ⊗ p j
)
∆G3. (51)
Let us consider the special case λ = 12 , F
d
1 =
sinh A
A
, Fd2 = 1, F
d
3 = F
d
4 = 0,
G1 = Z−
1
2 and G3 = 12 :
ˆMi0 = Mi0Z−
1
2 +
1
2
a0Mi j p j (52)
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and
∆ ˆMi0 = ˆMi0 ⊗ Z− 12 + Z 12 ⊗ ˆMi0 + a02
(
Mi jZ
1
2 ⊗ p j − p j ⊗ Mi jZ− 12
)
. (53)
Let us mention that g00 = η00 cosh A. This example for ˆMi0 and ∆ ˆMi0 coincides
with the corresponding results in the standard basis in [1] (a0 = −1κ ).
Eq. (46) produces a three-parameter (G1, G2, G3) family of generalized Poincaré
algebras, in which the Lorentz algebra is generally deformed. This family corre-
sponds to different bases of the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra. We point out that for
all the other deformed Lorentz generators ˆMi0, which are not related to Mµν via
relation (46), ˆMi0 can be related to some undeformed Poincaré algebra, but not to
the Poincaré algebra given by the natural realization (23). As a consequence,
the coproduct of such ˆMi0 cannot be written in terms of (deformed) Poincaré
generators only, the Hopf algebra structure should be extended to κ-deformed
igl(4) (or Poincaré-Weyl) Hopf algebra. Note that undeformed Lorentz genera-
tors M˜µν = xµpν − xνpµ generally cannot be written in terms of Mµν by the Eq.
(46). For example
Mi0 = XiP0 − X0Pi =
(
xi p0
sinhA
A
− x0 pi + a02 (xk pk) pi −
a0
2
xi~p2
)
Z
1
2 , (54)
for the case λ = 12 in Section 4. Inserting generators M˜ and M into relation (46),
we find that there is no solution for G1, G2, G3. As a consequence, ∆M˜i0 is not
closed in Uiso(1,3), which we demonstrate in Section 6.
6. κ-Minkowski spacetime and twisting igl(4)
To each realization (8), there is a corresponding twist. In [11], Abelian twists
for realizations (8) where ψ = 1 were constructed. In [18], Jordanian twists for
one subfamily of realizations (8) with ψ , 1 were constructed.
Let us consider the (undeformed) algebra igl(4) generated by Lµν = xµpν and
pµ. The commutation relations are given by
[Lµν, Lλρ] = −i
(
Lµρηνλ − Lλνηµρ
)
; [Lµν, pλ] = iηµλpν. (55)
The commutation relations [Lµν, xˆλ] can be easily calculated using (8) and (55).
The coalgebra structure can be obtained by the twist operator F . For the given
twist operator, ∆pµ = F∆0 pµF −1 and ∆Lµν = F∆0LµνF −1 (∆0 pµ and ∆0Lµν are
primitive coproducts), while the counit is trivial.
For the realizations (8) given by ψ = 1 and ϕ = Z−λ, the corresponding Abelian
twists [11, 18] are
F = exp (λixk pk ⊗ A − (1 − λ)A ⊗ ixk pk) . (56)
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Coproducts of pµ, obtained by twist (56) coincide with Eq. (43).
Generators M˜µν = Lµν − Lνµ generate the subalgebra so(1,3) of gl(4). It can be
shown that
∆M˜i0 = Li0 ⊗ Zλ + Z−(1−λ) ⊗ Li0 (57)
− L0i ⊗ Z−λ − Z1−λ ⊗ L0i − (1 − λ)a0 pi ⊗
3∑
k=1
LkkZ−λ + λ
3∑
k=1
LkkZ1−λ ⊗ a0 pi.
Hence, ∆M˜i0 cannot be expressed in terms of Poincaré generators M˜µν and pµ.
It shows that it is not possible to put the coalgebra structure on the subalgebra
iso(1,3), and we get κ-deformed igl(4) Hopf algebra compatible with κ-Minkowski
spacetime.
Similarly, one can obtain ∆Lµν and ∆pµ using the family of Jordanian twists
[18]. Particularly, for left covariant (ψ = ϕ = 1 − A), and right covariant (ψ =
1 + A, ϕ = 1) realizations, corresponding Jordanian twists lead to the Poincaré-
Weyl algebra which includes dilatations [19].
We point out that for the given hµν, there are infinitely many ways of imple-
menting κ-deformed gl(4) or κ-deformed Lorentz algebras defined by Eqs. (14)
and (15).
7. Conclusions
The structure of spacetime, at the scale where quantum gravity effects take
place, is one of the most important questions in fundamental physics. One of
the examples of noncommutative structure is κ-Minkowski spacetime. Below the
quantum gravity scale the symmetry of spacetime should also be deformed. In this
Letter we have generalized the description of such deformations, which include
the well-known forms of κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra in different basis as special
cases.
For the given phase space ˆH, defined by hµν (7), there exists a unique unde-
formed Lorentz algebra such that Mµν and xˆλ generate the Lie algebra (21). Then,
the realization of Lorentz generators is fixed. For example, they are given by
(14), (15) and (34), corresponding to the family of realizations (8). The relations
between Mi0 and pµ are given by (16) and (34). The Hopf algebra structure is
fixed and it corresponds to the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra with undeformed Lorentz
algebra [13].
For the given hµν we have constructed a three-parameter family of deformed
Lorentz generators ˆMi0, described by G1, G2 and G3 (46). The generators ˆMi0
are given by (14) and (15). The Hopf algebra structure ∆ ˆMi0 depends on G1 and
G3 (50). The κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra with deformed Lorentz algebra is related to
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the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra with undeformed Lorentz algebra. A special example
where λ = 12 , G1 = Z
− 12 and G3 = 12 coincides with the standard basis given in [1].
For the same choice of hµν there is an infinite family of deformed Lorentz
generators ˆMi0 given by Fi (14) such that the corresponding Hopf algebra structure
is not κ-Poincaré, but lies in igl(4). For example, ˜Mµν = xµpν − xνpµ, (F1 = F2 =
1, F3 = F4 = 0) does have the coproduct in igl(4) ⊗ igl(4) (for generic hµν see
Section 6). Note that for the natural realization (23) generators Mµν have the
κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra structure (see Section 4).
We point out that for the given phase space ˆH defined by hµν, there are in-
finitely many implementations of κ-deformed Poincaré (and igl(4)) algebras and
corresponding Hopf algebras. Our description contains them both (κ-deformed
Poincaré and igl(4)) therefore we call it generalized. There is no physical prin-
ciple which would distinguish some choice in this class. What are good and bad
physical consequences of some choice (which generally leads to Lorentz symme-
try violation) is still an open question.
Nevertheless such a general form for the κ-Poincaré-Hopf algebra might be
useful in the view for applications in the Planck scale or Quantum Gravity physics.
Certain realizations of quantum spacetime influence the form of the symmetry al-
gebra and deform the Casimir operators, which in turn lead to different dispersion
relations. As it was already shown (see, e.g., [24]) such dispersion relations re-
sult in the so-called time delays for photons, which could be connected with the
similar effect measured for high energy photons coming from gamma ray bursts
(GRB’s).
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